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Marsilio Ficino Three Books On Life
Spanning 24 centuries, this anthology collects over 30 pieces of Western writing about
melancholy and related conditions. It unravels an ongoing conversation across
centuries and continents as thinkers interpret, respond, and build on each other's work.
In 1484, humanist philosopher and theologian Marsilio Ficino published the first
complete Latin translation of Plato's extant works. Students of Plato now had access to
the entire range of the dialogues, which revealed to Renaissance audiences the rich
ancient landscape of myths, allegories, philosophical arguments, etymologies,
fragments of poetry, other works of philosophy, aspects of ancient pagan religious
practices, concepts of mathematics and natural philosophy, and the dialogic nature of
the Platonic corpus's interlocutors. By and large, Renaissance readers in the Latin
West encountered Plato's text through Ficino's translations and interpretation. In Plato's
Persona, Denis J.-J. Robichaud provides the first synthetic study of Ficino's
interpretation of the Platonic corpus. Robichaud analyzes Plato's works in their original
Greek and in Ficino's Latin translations, as well as Ficino's non-Platonic writings and
correspondence, in the process uncovering new aspects of Ficino's intellectual work
habits. In his letters and works, Ficino self-consciously imitated a Platonic style of
prose, in effect devising a persona for himself as a Platonic philosopher. Plato's
dialogues are populated with a wealth of literary characters with whom Plato interacts
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and against whom Plato refines his own philosophies. Reading through Ficino's
translations, Robichaud finds that the Renaissance philosopher seeks an
understanding of Plato's persona(e) among all the dialogues' interlocutors. In effect,
Ficino assumed the role of Plato's Latin spokesperson in the Renaissance. Plato's
Persona is grounded in an extensive study of scholarship in Renaissance humanism,
classics, philosophy, and intellectual history, and contextualizes Ficino's intellectual
achievements within the contemporary Christian orthodox view of Platonism. Ficino was
an influential figure in the early Italian Renaissance: the key intermediary between
Greek and Latin, and between manuscript and print, giving voice to Plato and access to
the ancient frameworks needed to interpret his dialogues.
A manual for constructing talismans, mixing magical compounds, summoning planetary
spirits, and determining astrological conditions, Picatrix is a cornerstone of Western
esotericism. It offers important insights not only into occult practices and beliefs but also
into the transmission of magical ideas from antiquity to the present. Dan Attrell and
David Porreca’s English translation opens the world of this vital medieval treatise to
modern-day scholars and lay readers. The original text, Gh?yat al-?ak?m, was
compiled in Arabic from over two hundred sources in the latter half of the tenth century.
It was translated into Castilian Spanish in the mid-thirteenth century, and shortly
thereafter into Latin. Based on David Pingree’s edition of the Latin text, this translation
captures the spirit of Picatrix’s role in the European tradition. In the world of Picatrix,
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we see a seamless integration of practical magic, earnest piety, and traditional
philosophy. The detailed introduction considers the text’s reception through multiple
iterations and includes an enlightening statistical breakdown of the rituals described in
the book. Framed by extensive research on the ancient and medieval context that gave
rise to the Latin version of the text, this translation of Picatrix will be an indispensable
volume for students and scholars of the history of science, magic, and religion and will
fascinate anyone interested in the occult.
Marsilio Ficino (1433-1499), the Florentine scholar-philosopher-magus, was largely
responsible for the Renaissance revival of Plato. This volume contains Ficino's
extended analysis and commentary on the Phaedrus.
The problems that taxed the minds of people during the Renaissance were much the
same as those confronting us today. In their perplexity, many deep-thinking people
sought the advice of Marsilio Ficino (1433-99), the leader of the Platonic Academy in
Florence, a magnet for the most brilliant scholars of 15th-century Europe. In devoting
his life to the study and translation of the great dialogues of Plato and the
Neoplatonists, Ficino and his colleagues were midwives to the birth of the modern
world. Ficino was fearless in expressing what he knew to be true. Covering the widest
range of topics, his letters offer a profound glimpse into the soul of the Renaissance.
Fifteen of these essays by one of the leading authorities on Renaissance Platonism
explore the complex philosophical, hermeneutical, and mythological issues addressed
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by the Florentine, Marsilio Ficino (1433-99). Ficino was the pre-eminent Platonist of his
time and a distinguished philosopher, scholar and magus who had an enormous
influence on the intellectual and cultural life of two and a half centuries, and who is one
of the most important witnesses to the preoccupations of his age, above all to its
fascination with ancient poetry and philosophy and their uneasy accommodation as an
ancient "theology" with Christianity. Two further essays treat of cognate themes taken
up by Ficino‘s younger friend and rival, the dazzling prince of Concordia, Giovanni Pico
della Mirandola (1463-94), who was fascinated by Platonism in his youth but also by
other philosophical legacies from the past, including Cabala and the Scholastic
Aristotelianism of the Middle Ages. This volume‘s initial essay serves as an
introduction to the comprehensive phenomenon of Renaissance Platonism.
Since the early 1980s, there has been renewed scholarly interest in the concept of
Christian Humanism. A number of official Catholic documents have stressed the
importance of "Christian humanism," as a vehicle of Christian social teaching and,
indeed, as a Christian philosophy of culture. Fundamentally, humanism aims to explore
what it means to be human and what the grounds are for human flourishing. Featuring
contributions from internationally renowned Christian authors from a variety of
disciplines in the humanities, Re-Envisioning Christian Humanism recovers a Christian
humanist ethos for our time. The volume offers a chronological overview (from patristic
humanism to the Reformation and beyond) and individual examples (Jewell, Calvin) of
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past Christian humanisms. The chapters are connected through the theme of Christian
paideia as the foundation for liberal arts education.
Eighteen essays reexamine Ficino’s life and work focusing on three essential aspects:
his significance in his own times, his spreading influence throughout Europe and over
subsequent centuries in many areas of thought and creativity, and his enduring
relevance today. Translation of his major works from Latin enables a new generation to
rediscover and share Ficino’s vision of human potential.
Marsilio Ficino (1433-1499) was one of the luminaries of the Florentine Renaissance and the
scholar responsible for the revival of Platonism. The translator and interpreter of the works of
both Plato and Plotinus as well as of various Hermetic and Neoplatonic texts, Ficino was also a
musician, priest, magus and psychotherapist, an original philosopher and the author of a vast
and important correspondence with the intellectual figures of his day including Lorenzo the
Magnificent. Professor Allen has become the foremost interpreter of Ficino's metaphysics and
mythology, and the ancient sources they draw upon; and this collection of essays assembles
his work on Ficino's complex interrogation of Platonic 'theology' as not only a preparation for
Christianity but as an enduring medium for intellectuals to explore and to express Christian
truths.
Spanning 24 centuries, this anthology collects over thirty selections of important Western
writing about melancholy and its related conditions by philosophers, doctors, religious and
literary figures, and modern psychologists. Truly interdisciplinary, it is the first such anthology.
As it traces Western attitudes, it reveals a conversation across centuries and continents as the
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authors interpret, respond, and build on each other's work. Editor Jennifer Radden provides an
extensive, in-depth introduction that draws links and parallels between the selections, and
reveals the ambiguous relationship between these historical accounts of melancholy and
today's psychiatric views on depression. This important new collection is also beautifully
illustrated with depictions of melancholy from Western fine art.
From acclaimed, award-winning author Jo Walton: Philosopher Kings, a tale of gods and
humans, and the surprising things they have to learn from one another. Twenty years have
elapsed since the events of The Just City. The City, founded by the time-traveling goddess
Pallas Athene, organized on the principles espoused in Plato's Republic and populated by
people from all eras of human history, has now split into five cities, and low-level armed conflict
between them is not unheard-of. The god Apollo, living (by his own choice) a human life as
"Pythias" in the City, his true identity known only to a few, is now married and the father of
several children. But a tragic loss causes him to become consumed with the desire for
revenge. Being Apollo, he goes handling it in a seemingly rational and systematic way, but it's
evident, particularly to his precocious daughter Arete, that he is unhinged with grief. Along with
Arete and several of his sons, plus a boatload of other volunteers--including the now
fantastically aged Marsilio Ficino, the great humanist of Renaissance Florence--Pythias/Apollo
goes sailing into the mysterious Eastern Mediterranean of pre-antiquity to see what they can
find—possibly the man who may have caused his great grief, possibly communities of the
earliest people to call themselves "Greek." What Apollo, his daughter, and the rest of the
expedition will discover...will change everything. At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
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Plotinus (204/5–270 C.E.) is a central figure in the history of Western philosophy. However,
during the Middle Ages he was almost unknown. None of the treatises constituting his
Enneads were translated, and ancient translations were lost. Although scholars had indirect
access to his philosophy through the works of Proclus, St. Augustine, and Macrobius, among
others, it was not until 1492 with the publication of the first Latin translation of the Enneads by
the humanist philosopher Marsilio Ficino (1433–1499) that Plotinus was reborn to the Western
world. Ficino’s translation was accompanied by a long commentary in which he examined the
close relationship between metaphysics and anthropology that informed Plotinus’s philosophy.
Focusing on Ficino’s interpretation of Plotinus’s view of the soul and of human nature, this
book excavates a fundamental chapter in the history of Platonic scholarship, one which was to
inform later readings of the Enneads up until the nineteenth century. It will appeal to scholars
and students interested in the history of Western philosophy, intellectual history, and book
history.
The Planets Within asks us to return to antiquity with new eyes. It centers on one of the most
psychological movements of the prescientific age--Renaissance Italy, where a group of "inner
Columbuses" charted territories that still give us today a much- needed sense of who we are
and where we have come from, and the right routes to take toward fertile and unexplored
places. Chief among these masters of the interior life was Marsilio Ficino, presiding genius of
the Florentine Academy, who taught that all things exist in soul and must be lived in its light.
This study of Ficino broadens and deepens our understanding of psyche, for Ficino was a
doctor of soul, and his insights teach us the care and nurture of soul. Moore takes as his guide
Ficino's own fundamental tool--imagination. Respecting the integrity and autonomy of images,
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The Planets Within unfolds a poetics of soul in a kind of dialogue between the laconic remarks
of Ficino and the need to give these remarks a life and context for our day.
This volume consists of 21 essays on Marsilio Ficino (1433-99), the Florentine scholarphilosopher-magus-priest who was the architect of Renaissance Platonism. They cast
fascinating new light on his theology, philosophy, and psychology as well as on his influence
and sources.
Proceedings of a conference held in Sept. 2004 at Birkbeck College.
The Platonic Theology is a visionary work and the philosophical masterpiece of Marsilio Ficino,
the Florentine scholar-philosopher-magus who was largely responsible for the Renaissance
revival of Plato.

The Platonic Theology is a visionary work and the philosophical masterpiece of
Marsilio Ficino (1433-1499), the Florentine scholar-philosopher-magus who was
largely responsible for the Renaissance revival of Plato. A student of the
Neoplatonic schools of Plotinus and Proclus, he was committed to reconciling
Platonism with Christianity, in the hope that such a reconciliation would initiate a
spiritual revival and return of the golden age. His Platonic evangelizing was
eminently successful and widely influential, and his Platonic Theology, translated
into English for the first time in this edition, is one of the keys to understanding
the art, thought, culture, and spirituality of the Renaissance.
First published by the Warburg Institute in 1958, this book is considered a
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landmark in Renaissance studies. Whereas most scholars had tended to view
magic as a marginal subject, Walker showed that magic was one of the most
typical creations of the late fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Walker takes
readers through the magical concerns of some of the greatest thinkers of the
Renaissance, from Marsilio Ficino, Giovanni Pico della Mirandola, and Jacques
Lefevre d&’Etaples to Jean Bodin, Francis Bacon, and Tommaso Campanella.
Ultimately he demonstrates that magic was interconnected with religion, music,
and medicine, all of which were central to the Renaissance notion of spiritus.
Remarkable for its clarity of writing, this book is still considered essential reading
for students seeking to understand the assumptions, beliefs, and convictions that
informed the thinking of the Renaissance. This edition features a new
introduction by Brian Copenhaver, one of our leading experts on the place of
magic in intellectual history.
Under the patronage of the Medici family, Marsilio Ficino translated into Latin and
commentated on the meaning and implications of key works by Plato—including
25 of Plato’s dialogues and 12 letters ascribed to the philosopher. The 40
concise articles in this collection comprise the first English translation of Ficino’s
works and provide an insightful glimpse into the philosophy that contributed to the
Renaissance.
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This book presents a detailed account of Ficino’s De Christiana religione and of
Pico’s Apologia, in the context of the evolution of a humanist theology. Focusing
on the relations between humanism, theology, and politics, it concludes with the
Savonarola affair.
On the Nature of Love is a translation of Marsilio Ficino's commentary to Plato's
Symposium. This edition makes Ficino's Tuscan version available to English
readers for the first time. On November 7, 1468, nine men gathered at Careggi,
outside Florence, to honour Plato's birthday. After the meal, the Symposium was
read, and the guests - now reduced to seven - spoke on the nature of love.
Ficino, who was also present, recorded what was said, and his report constitutes
the text of his commentary. His work was eagerly taken up by court circles
throughout Europe and became part of their standard fare for the next two
centuries. In more recent times, Ficino's commentary has exercised the minds of
theologians, philosophers, and psychologists.
This is the 2016 paperback printing of the 2008 edition of the popular text,
translation, and commentary by S. A. Farmer. (The 2008 edition was a revised
edition of the 1998 original publication). Published by ACMRS (Arizona Center for
Medieval and Renaissance Studies) in Tempe, Arizona as part of the MRTS
(Medieval and Renaissance Texts and Studies) Series, this book -- previously
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available only in hardcover and otherwise out-of-print since 2014 -- is now
available in its entirety in paperback format.
A provocative exploration of intellectual exchange across four centuries of
European history by the author of When the World Spoke French In this
fascinating study, preeminent historian Marc Fumaroli reveals how an imagined
"republic" of ideas and interchange fostered the Italian Renaissance, the
Enlightenment, and the French Revolution. He follows exchanges among
Petrarch, Erasmus, Descartes, Montaigne, and others from the fifteenth through
the eighteenth centuries, through revolutions in culture and society. Via revealing
portraits and analysis, Fumaroli traces intellectual currents engaged with the core
question of how to live a moral life--and argues that these men of letters provide
an example of the exchange of knowledge and ideas that is worthy of emulation
in our own time. Combining scholarship, wit, and reverence, this thoughtprovoking volume represents the culmination of a lifetime of scholarship.
Two opposing views of the future in the Middle Ages dominate recent historical
scholarship. According to one opinion, medieval societies were expecting the
near end of the world and therefore had no concept of the future. According to
the other opinion, the expectation of the near end created a drive to change the
world for the better and thus for innovation. Close inspection of the history of
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prognostication reveals the continuous attempts and multifold methods to
recognize and interpret God’s will, the prodigies of nature, and the patterns of
time. That proves, on the one hand, the constant human uncertainty facing the
contingencies of the future. On the other hand, it demonstrates the firm believe
during the Middle Ages in a future which could be shaped and even manipulated.
The handbook provides the first overview of current historical research on
medieval prognostication. It considers the entangled influences and
transmissions between Christian, Jewish, Islamic, and non-monotheistic societies
during the period from a wide range of perspectives. An international team of 63
renowned authors from about a dozen different academic disciplines contributed
to this comprehensive overview.
Marsilio Ficino, Three Books on Life: A Critical Edition and TranslationMedieval & Renais Text
StudiesThree Books on LifeMrtsMeditations on the SoulSelected Letters of Marsilio Ficino
The definitive collection of great writings on music from ancient Greece through the twentieth
century.
This volume explores the evolution of the technique, composition and colouration of the
woodcut beginning with the earliest publications. It features examples from Germany, Italy,
France, Spain and The Netherlands.
Analyzing Shakespeare's views on theatre and magic and John Dee's concerns with
philosophy and magic in the light of the Italian version of philosophia perennis (mainly Marsilio
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Ficino, Pico della Mirandola and Giordano Bruno), this book offers a new perspective on the
Italian-English cultural dialogue at the Renaissance and its contribution to intellectual history.
In an interdisciplinary and intercultural approach, it investigates the structural commonalities of
theatre and magic as contiguous to the foundational concepts of perennial philosophy, and
explores the idea that the Italian thinkers informed not only natural philosophy and
experimentation in England, but also Shakespeare's theatre. The first full length project to
consider Shakespeare and John Dee in juxtaposition, this study brings textual and contextual
evidence that Gonzalo, an honest old Counsellor in The Tempest, is a plausible theatrical
representation of John Dee. At the same time, it places John Dee in the tradition of the
philosophia perennis-accounting for what appears to the modern scholar the conflicting nature
of his faith and his scientific mind, his powerful fantasy and his need for order and rigor-and
clarifies Edward Kelly's role and creative participation in the scrying sessions, regarding him as
co-author of the dramatic episodes reported in Dee's spiritual diaries. Finally, it connects the
Enochian/Angelic language to the myth of the Adamic language at the core of Italian
philosophy and brings evidence that the Enochian is an artificial language originated by
applying creatively the analytical instruments of text hermeneutics used in the Cabala.
The Renaissance is one of the most celebrated periods in European history. But when did it
begin? When did it end? And what did it include? Traditionally regarded as a revival of
classical art and learning, centred upon fifteenth-century Italy, views of the Renaissance have
changed considerably in recent decades. The glories of Florence and the art of Raphael and
Michelangelo remain an important element of the Renaissance story, but they are now only a
part of a much wider story which looks beyond an exclusive focus on high culture, beyond the
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Italian peninsula, and beyond the fifteenth century. The Oxford Illustrated History of the
Renaissance tells the cultural history of this broader and longer Renaissance: from seminal
figures such as Dante and Giotto in thirteenth-century Italy, to the waning of Spain's "golden
age" in the 1630s, and the closure of the English theatres in 1642, the date generally taken to
mark the end of the English literary Renaissance. Geographically, the story ranges from
Spanish America to Renaissance Europe's encounter with the Ottomans--and far beyond, to
the more distant cultures of China and Japan. And thematically, under Gordon Campbell's
expert editorial guidance, the volume covers the whole gamut of Renaissance civilization, with
chapters on humanism and the classical tradition; war and the state; religion; art and
architecture; the performing arts; literature; craft and technology; science and medicine; and
travel and cultural exchange.
Annotation. 'Until philosophers are kings, or the kings and princes of this world have the spirit
and power of philosophy, and political greatness and wisdom meet in one, and those
commoner natures who pursue either to the exclusion of the other are compelled to stand
aside, cities will never have rest from their evils, - no, nor the human race, as I believe, - and
then only will this our State have a possibility of life and behold the light of day' - Republic,
Book V With these words Plato expressed his ideal form of government. Often dismissed as
unrealizable, they have appealed down the ages to men of goodwill. Having translated all of
the Dialogues from Greek into Latin, at the request of his Medici patrons, Ficino was asked to
prepare summaries by Lorenzo de' Medici, the de facto ruler of the republic of Florence, who
aspired to be the kind of enlightened ruler Plato described. Marsilio Ficino (1433-99) was one
of the most influential thinkers of the Renaissance. He put before society a new ideal of human
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nature, emphasising its divine potential. As head of the Platonic Academy in Florence, and as
teacher and guide to a remarkable circle of men, he made a vital contribution to the changes
that were taking place in European thought. With the collapse of the global economy calling the
wisdom of our political leaders into question, this publication is a timely reminder of those
principles which have formed the basis of good government and inspired statesmen down the
ages. This four-volume series consists of Gardens of Philosophy, 2006, Evermore Shall Be So,
2007 and All Things Natural, 2010, and contains all Ficino's commentaries not previously
translated into English. As Carol Kaske of Cornell University wrote when reviewing Gardens of
Philosophy in Renaissance Quarterly, these translations fill 'A need. Even those Anglophone
scholars who know Latin still need a translation in order to read quickly through a large body of
material'.
Marsilio Ficino was one of the most influential humanist philosophers of the early Italian
Renaissance. Though an ordained priest, he was also a practicing astrologer and magician
whose daunting life’s work was to reconcile religious faith with philosophical reason — which
included integrating pagan magical practice with Christianity. In a lengthy introduction, editor
Angela Voss puts Ficino’s achievement in context as a complete re-visioning of traditional
astrological practice and the beginning of a humanistic and psychological approach that
prefigured contemporary holistic approaches to astrology as therapy.
In Echoes of an invisible world Jacomien Prins offers an account of the transformation of the
notion of Pythagorean world harmony during the Renaissance and the role of the Italian
philosophers Marsilio Ficino (1433-1499) and Francesco Patrizi (1529-1597) in redefining the
relationship between cosmic order and music theory.
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Platonism, Ficino to Foucault explores some key chapters in the history Platonic
philosophy from the revival of Plato in the fifteenth century to the new reading of
Platonic dialogues promoted by the so-called ‘Critique of Modernity’.
To Ficino and prefaces added to his work published at this time." "The letters
cover topics from friendship to healthy living and from the ancient philosophical
tradition to biblical scholarship and medicine; there is discussion of the influence
of the stars on human life, recommendations for reading books related to the
Platonic tradition and reflections on the art of good writing and speaking." --Book
Jacket.
This book presents a selective, introductory reading of key texts in the history of
magic from antiquity forward, in order to construct a suggestive conceptual
framework for disrupting our conventional notions about rhetoric and literacy.
Offering an overarching, pointed synthesis of the interpenetration of magic,
rhetoric, and literacy, William A. Covino draws from theorists ranging from Plato
and Cornelius Agrippa to Paulo Freire and Mary Daly, and analyzes the different
magics that operate in Renaissance occult philosophy and Romantic literature,
as well as in popular indicators of mass literacy such as “The Oprah Winfrey
Show” and The National Enquirer. Magic, Rhetoric, and Literacy distinguishes
two kinds of magic-rhetoric that continue to affect our psychological and cultural
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life today. Generative magic-rhetoric creates novel possibilities for action, within a
broad sympathetic universe of signs and symbols. Arresting magic-rhetoric
attempts to induce automatistic behavior, by inculcating rules and maxims that
function like magic ritual formulas: JUST SAY NO. In this connection, the literate
individual is one who can interrogate arresting language, and generate “counterspells.”
A Medieval Book of Magical Stones is the first translation of the longest and most
comprehensive medieval English treatise on the occult powers of stones and
gems, the Peterborough Lapidary. Lapidaries (encyclopaedias of the 'virtues' of
stones and minerals) were an essential resource for practitioners of natural and
ritual magic as well as medicine. This late fifteenth-century manuscript from the
library of Peterborough Cathedral describes 145 stones, portraying them as living
beings whose properties range from giving the bearer the power to command
spirits and foretell the future to healing numerous illnesses and communicating
with spirits and the dead, along with instructions on how to release latent occult
power from within stones. Many of the proposed uses of stones resemble the
concerns of medieval necromancers, such as invisibility, love magic, power over
animals and the creation of magical mirrors. pp. xliii+106; 2 column text;
introduction; bibliography; analytical index; 8 b/w illustrations
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